JavaScript Developer
Intrahealth is a global healthcare software company with offices in Vancouver (Canada), Sydney (Australia)
and Auckland (New Zealand). Intrahealth supplies leading-edge integrated solutions to the global
healthcare market. Our core software products, including our Electronic Medical Record (EMR) software,
are in extensive use in the three markets we operate in. We are currently recruiting for a global role based
at our corporate headquarters office in North Vancouver BC.

Position: JavaScript Developers (2)
Location: North Vancouver, British Columbia
Reports to: Systems Architect and Development Manager
Remuneration Guide: Consistent with qualifications and experience
Description
The role is for intermediate to senior JavaScript Developers based in Vancouver British Columbia to
continue developing Intrahealth Products, build both web and hybrid products and provide developer
based services to the organization, including adding an advanced presentation capability based on
Javascript. The position reports to the System Architect, Lead Developer.
Responsibilities
 Contributing to the design and architecture of Intrahealth’s products
 Operates with both AGILE and traditional waterfall methologies
 Suggests modern and innovative UI/UX solutions, including retrofitting these into our current
products
 Expected to provide global leadership in this area of development
 Developing according to the specifications using the development tools discussed below
 Working with business analysis and support to resolve customer site problems
 Potentially undertaking monitoring of system status and performance for enterprise customers
 Meeting with customers on an as-needed basis
 Complying with internal processes and policies
 Assisting to implement a continuous improvement culture in Intrahealth, in particular making
improvement suggestions to the change management processes we use with sites
 Complying with privacy requirements related to the sensitivity of patient confidential information

Core Experience and Requirements






3+ years of experience in frontend web development
Highly skilled in HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript
Knowledge of Bootstrap, JQuery
Heavy use of ReactJS/Redux
Experience with REST API connections
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Ability to design intuitive and robust REST APIs in collaboration with server side team
Experience with version control systems (SVN or Git)
Strong analytic and problem-solving skills; based on requirements given, can find or create the best
solution for the application
Design, architect, optimize, and refactor code to maximize performance
Be a team player with strong verbal/written communication skills
A Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Engineering or related field is preferred; however will
accept an equivalent mix of experience and qualifications

Additional ‘nice to have’ skills







Experience in creating UI design, style-guides, etc.
Experience with automating front-end testing
Experience building mobile apps for iOS and Android, using hybrid approach
Knowledge of React Native
Experience with both desktop and mobile development
Experience with Web Services connections

To apply for this position, please visit the Intrahealth website Careers page and submit an application.
Please include a resume, and a cover page with salary expectation.
http://intrahealth.ca/careers/
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